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Abstract. Paper describes phenomena related to the vehicle acceleration at the curve, with the 
high speed, close to the maximal possible speed. The phenomena were investigated with three 
tools: classical analytical mechanics, computer simulation and tests with physical model. The goal 
was the comparison of standard 4×4 driveline with unconventional patented 4×4 driveline called 
diagonal one. 
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1. Introduction 
Drivelines of cars in current shape (2010) are the result of many year’s evolution. However, 
the history of cars lasts longer than 100 years, dynamic development of four wheels driven 
passenger cars started in the eighties [1-6]. Such a propulsion system indicates many advantages 
in comparison with one driven axle. The most essential factor is safety and in this aspect 4wd 
exceeds all the other solutions. Contemporary 4wd drive lines in spite of a big variety of design 
solutions and operating rules have one common constructional feature. Wheels of each particular 
axle are connected together by means of one of many differential gears. That is the problem. Such 
a design precludes a priori power distribution optimisation. Observations of rally cars led to 
conclusions that resulted in new approach to the manner of power distribution. The reasoning is 
as follows: 
Assuming some simplifications, it can be stated that during uniform motion of the car all 
resistance forces result in under loading of the front axle and overloading of the rear axle. Such a 
layout of forces results in lifting the front part of the vehicle shown in the Fig. 1.  
 
Fig. 1. Front part of the vehicle 
It can be assumed that all the resistance forces act as a single force presented by vector ?? 
acting in the centre of the mass point. In case of uniformly accelerated motion an inertial resistance 
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force and resistance of rotating masses will appear. Both of them are presented by vector ??. Like 
force ?? both forces have the same direction and sense. To simplify the drawing the vehicle moves 
at the horizontal road. If resistance of the hill appears it will be represented by a vector ?? acting 
in the centre of mass. Force created by propulsion system, does not matter if comes from front or 
rear axle (or from both axles), results in underloading of front the axle and overloading of the rear 
axle. These propulsion forces are presented by vector ??. This vector is directed upward as the 
result of propulsion torque. 
During the move of the car on the curve, apart from all the forces mentioned above centrifugal 
force and its reactions appear. This force is represented in the Fig. 1 as a vector ??. Appearance of 
centrifugal force results in increased pressure of external wheels to the ground and decreased 
pressure of internal wheels. As internal wheels are understood as wheels located closer to the 
centre of the curve ??. The limits of this phenomenon is slide or turnaround of the vehicle. All the 
mentioned forces and springy suspension of the car lead to the situation in which front internal 
wheel loses contact with the ground. Such a situation is presented in Fig. 1. The turnaround of the 
car happens exceptionally. 
As the result of observation and forces analysis some conclusions were expressed: 
a) During accelerating on the curve the rear external wheel of the vehicle exerts the biggest 
pressure on the base thus this wheel is able to transfer the biggest propulsion force. 
b) During accelerating on the curve the front internal wheel of the vehicle exerts the smallest 
pressure on the base thus this wheel is able to transfer the smallest propulsion force. 
c) Taking into consideration statement a and b it seems to be desirable to transfer part of 
propulsion force from front internal wheel to the rear external wheel. This part is the force that 
cannot be transfer to the base by front internal wheel. 
Contemporary commercially manufactured drivelines are not able to do so. In such a situation 
author of this paper elaborated new conception of driveline in which wheels are connected 
mechanically diagonally. This solution was patented in Poland in 2007 as “propulsion system for 
motor vehicle” patent number PL 194829. This new driveline is called diagonal one. 
2. Research 
It can be assumed that all the resistance forces act as a single force presented by vector ?? 
acting in the centre of the mass point. In case of uniformly accelerated motion an inertial resistance 
force and resistance of rotating masses will appear. Both of them are presented by vector ??. Like 
force ?? both forces have the same direction and sense. To simplify the drawing the vehicle moves 
at the horizontal road. If resistance of the hill appears it will be represented by a vector ?? acting 
in the centre of mass. Force created by propulsion system, does not matter if comes from front or 
rear axle (or from both axles), results in underloading of front the axle and overloading of the rear 
axle. These propulsion forces are presented by vector ??. This vector is directed upward as the 
result of propulsion torque. 
During the move of the car on the curve, apart from all the forces mentioned above centrifugal 
force and its reactions appear. This force is represented in the Fig. 1 as a vector ??. Appearance of 
centrifugal force results in increased pressure of external wheels to the ground and decreased 
pressure of internal wheels. As internal wheels are understood as wheels located closer to the 
centre of the curve ??. The limits of this phenomenon is slide or turn around of the vehicle. All 
the mentioned forces and springy suspension of the car lead to the situation in which front internal 
wheel loses contact with the ground. Such a situation is presented in Fig. 1. The turn around of 
the car happens exceptionally. 
As the result of observation and forces analysis some conclusions were expressed: 
a) During accelerating on the curve the rear external wheel of the vehicle exerts the biggest 
pressure on the base thus this wheel is able to transfer the biggest propulsion force. 
b) During accelerating on the curve the front internal wheel of the vehicle exerts the smallest 
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pressure on the base thus this wheel is able to transfer the smallest propulsion force. 
c) Taking into consideration statement a and b it seems to be desirable to transfer part of 
propulsion force from front internal wheel to the rear external wheel. This part is the force that 
can not be transfer to the base by front internal wheel. 
Contemporary commercially manufactured drivelines are not able to do so. In such a situation 
author of this paper elaborated new conception of driveline in which wheels are connected 
mechanically diagonally. This solution was patented in Poland in 2007 as “propulsion system for 
motor vehicle” patent number PL 194829. This new driveline is called diagonal one. 
 
Fig. 2. The 3D model in NX5 environment 
Virtual and physical tests were performed using Mechatronic Test Vehicle – MTV. Virtual 
model was created and tested in Unigraphics NX5 environment. Physical model was based on 2D 
technical documentation based on 3D model (Fig. 2). The 3D model is visible in Fig. 2 in NX5 
environment. Fig. 3 shows physical model placed on special frame that protects rubber wheels 
from deformation when idle. Both models were used for testing the case of vehicle acceleration 
on curve. 
 
Fig. 3. MTV placed on the frame 
3. Conclusions 
Theoretical analysis of vehicle wheels vertical load during accelerating on the curve indicates 
that external rear wheel bears the biggest vertical force. The front internal wheel is loaded with 
the smallest vertical load. The classic 4wd transmission system is not able to transfer the surplus 
propulsion force from unloaded front wheel to the overloaded placed on diagonal side of the 
vehicle rear wheel. Such a possibility is the main feature of diagonal transmission system. Initial 
virtual model and physical tests confirm the potential of the new method of power distribution. In 
some test conditions higher maximal speed for the diagonal transmission was observed. 
There is a possibility of diagonal transmission system application for sport vehicle to improve 
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performance or for utilitarian vehicles for safety improvement, specially with ESP applications. 
When it comes to special vehicle both mentioned above features are desired and in addition the 
conception of power-pack is an additional advantage. 
Described research is a very first attempt of solution that was created as the result of 
observation and intuition. Diagonal transmission needs further research in virtual reality as well 
as physical tests to prepare recommendation for design to continue tests in real vehicle. 
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